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Abstract
We study the problem of computing delay-robust routes in timetable networks. Instead of a single path we compute a decision graph containing all stops and trains/vehicles that might be relevant. Delays are formalized using a stochastic model. We show how to compute a decision graph that minimizes the expected arrival time while bounding the latest arrival time over all sub-paths. Finally we show how the information contained within a decision graph can compactly be represented to the user. We experimentally evaluate our algorithms and show that the running times allow for interactive usage on a realistic train network.
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1 Introduction
In recent years there has been considerable progress in quickly computing optimal journeys in public transportation networks. Unlike road networks, these networks are schedule-based, that is, they are supposed to follow a timetable of planned vehicle departures and arrivals. Optimality of journeys is typically based on earliest arrival time subject to other criteria such as number of transfers, latest departure time, or price. See [1] for a recent overview.

In the real-world, however, the scheduled timetable is only worth so much, as train delays occur. Besides prolonging the time spent traveling, delays might make planned transfers to other vehicles impossible. Given today's widespread internet coverage and modern route planning algorithms' flexibility [2, 12, 6] with timetable updates, replanning these missed transfers is not a problem. However, with limited transit service during, e.g., the evening hours, the aggregated delay induced by missed transfers can be considerably more than the original delay. In the worst case, the traveler has to spend the night in the middle of nowhere.

Therefore, it has been proposed to plan journeys already with possible delays in mind [8, 11, 10]. A basic approach might just add sufficiently large buffer times to each transfer. While likely to play out as planned, such journeys would often have unacceptably late arrival times. Obviously, the user would want to also optimize for arrival time and number of transfers, too. One approach to tackle this problem is to compute the set of Pareto-optimal solutions. However, we observe that a single journey is often exclusively either fast or delay-
resilient but not both. The Pareto set therefore often does not contain a single-path-journey that is good with respect to all criteria simultaneously.

Hence, in this paper, we consider the problem of computing a travel plan (i.e., a collection of journeys) that does not break if delays occur but is still fast overall. To that end, we consider fast journeys but require that for every step of the plan there is always a backup, i.e., a viable alternative towards the target in case of missed transfers. We refer to such a plan as delay-robust. Note that our intuition about delay-robustness goes beyond just avoiding tight transfers. Tight transfers at a frequently serviced station might be unproblematic. Conversely, a fastest (i.e. earliest arrival time) journey is not necessarily part of a good plan, if it transfers at a stop where no good backup departs. Interestingly, our approach also (implicitly) optimizes the number of transfers (as fewer transfers means fewer situations for journeys to break), and if there are several stops at which the user can transfer between two trains, it prefers to transfer at “larger” stations with more connecting trains (giving more options in case something breaks).

We represent the computed plan in the form of a decision graph that tells for every transfer how to continue in case of different delays (including no delay). While our primary goal is to compute the travel plan in advance (so that the traveler might print it), please note that this plan can easily be recomputed based on the current delay situation of the network as our query times are well below a second and we do not employ heavy preprocessing.

In [7] we introduced the Connection Scan family of algorithms and very briefly described the core idea of our approach to delay-robust routing. Since then we have extended the approach significantly and present our newer results in this paper. Among the new contributions are techniques to represent the decision graphs compactly and to reduce their size. Our paper is structured as following: In Section 2 we give a brief overview over related work. We then formally define in Section 3 what a timetable is. Using this terminology we describe in Section 4 our delay model. In terms of this model we then define in Section 5 formally what a decision graph and its expected arrival time is. We show some basic properties about the problem of computing a decision graph with minimum expected arrival time and give an optimal solution algorithm. We observe that in practice decision graphs can get large. We therefore propose in Section 6 some strategies to reduce the amount of information presented to the user. Finally we present in Section 7 an experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithms.

2 Related Work

There has been a lot of research in the area of train networks and delays and many of these papers were published at past ATMOS conferences. In contrast to our algorithm most of them compute single paths through the network instead of subgraphs containing all backups. To make this distinction clear we refer to such paths as single-path-journeys. The authors of [8] define the reliability of a single-path-journey and propose to optimize it in the Pareto-sense with other criteria such as arrival time or the number of transfers. The availability of backups is not considered. The authors of [5], based on delays occurred in the past, search for a single-path-journey that would have provided close to optimal travel times in every of the observed situations. The authors of [11] propose to first compute a set of safe transfers (i.e. those that always work). They then develop algorithms to compute single-path-journeys that arrive before a given latest arrival time and only use safe transfers or at least minimize use of unsafe transfers. In [10], a robust primary journey is computed such that for every transfer stop a good backup single-path-journey to the target exists. However,
the backups do not have their own backups. The approach optimizes the primary arrival time subject to a maximum backup arrival time. The authors of [9] study the correlation between real-world public transit schedules in Rome and compare them against the single-path-journeys computed by state-of-the-art route planners based on the scheduled timetable. They observe a significant discrepancy and conclude that one should consider the availability of good backups already at the planning stage. The authors of [2] examine delay-robustness in a different context: Having computed a set of transfer patterns on a scheduled timetable in an urban setting, they show that single-path-journeys based on these patterns are still nearly optimal even when introducing delays. The conclusion is that these sets are fairly robust (i.e., the paths in the delayed timetable often use the same or similar patterns). In [3] the authors propose to present to the user a small set of transfer patterns that cover most optimal journeys. They show that in an urban setting few patterns are enough to cover most single-path-journeys. In a different line of work, the authors of [4] investigate how a delay-perturbed timetable will evolve over time using stochastic methods. Their study shows that this is a computationally expensive task (running time in the seconds) if the delay model accounts many real-world details. Using a model with such a degree of realism therefore seems unfeasible for delay-robust route planning (requiring query times in the milliseconds).

3 Basics

Every random variable $X$ in this work is denoted by capital letters, is continuous, non-negative and has a maximum value $\max X$. We denote by $P[X \leq x]$ the probability that the random variable is below some constant $x$ and by $E[X]$ the expected value of $X$.

A timetable is a triple $(S, C, T)$ of stops $S$, (elementary) connections $C$ and trips $T$. In terms of these we define a set of rides $R$. A stop is a location where one may enter or exit a train. A connection $c \in C$ is a tuple $(c_{\text{depstop}}, c_{\text{arrstop}}, c_{\text{deptime}}, c_{\text{arrtime}}, c_{\text{trip}}, D_c)$ representing a train driving from a departure stop $c_{\text{depstop}}$ to an arrival stop $c_{\text{arrstop}}$ without intermediate halt. It is scheduled to depart at $c_{\text{depertime}}$ and to arrive at $c_{\text{arrertime}}$. We require that $c_{\text{depstop}} < c_{\text{arrstop}}$ and $c_{\text{deptime}} < c_{\text{arrtime}}$, that is, connections do not form self-loops and have strictly positive duration. If the train is not on time, it arrives with a random non-negative delay $D_c$. For every connection there is a maximum delay $\max D_c$. A train typically operates several connections in succession, forming a trip. The unique trip to which $c$ belongs is $c_{\text{trip}} \in T$. For two successive connections $c_1$ and $c_2$ of a trip, we require $c_1_{\text{arrstop}} = c_2_{\text{depstop}}$ and $c_1_{\text{arrtime}} \leq c_2_{\text{deptime}}$. A ride $(c_{\text{enter}}, c_{\text{exit}})$ is an ordered pair of connections (i.e., $c_{\text{enter}} < c_{\text{exit}}$) within a trip (i.e., $c_{\text{trip}} = c_{\text{exit}}$. It represents the user taking a train for several stops without exiting at intermediate stops. We denote by $R$ the set of all rides. Analogous to connections, we define for every $r \in R$: $r_{\text{depstop}} = c_{\text{enter}}$, $r_{\text{arrstop}} = c_{\text{arrstop}}$, $r_{\text{deptime}} = c_{\text{deptime}}$, $r_{\text{arrtime}} = c_{\text{arrtime}}$, $r_{\text{trip}} = c_{\text{trip}}$, and $D_r = D_{c_{\text{exit}}}$.

A $(s, \tau, t)$-journey is a sequence of rides $r^1 \ldots r^n$. We refer to $s$ as the source stop, to $\tau$ as the source time and to $t$ as the target stop. For every journey we require that $\forall i: r^i_{\text{arrtime}} = r^i_{\text{deptime}}$, $\forall i: r^{i+1}_{\text{arrtime}} \leq r^{i+1}_{\text{deptime}}$, $s = r^1_{\text{deptime}}$, $\tau \leq r^1_{\text{deptime}}$, and $t = r^n_{\text{arrstop}}$. A journey is safe if $\forall i: r^i_{\text{deptime}} + \max D_r \leq r^i_{\text{deptime}}$ is fulfilled, i.e., even when the trains are delayed no transfer can break. Analogous to connections and rides, we define $j_{\text{depstop}} = r^1_{\text{depstop}}$, $j_{\text{deptime}} = r^1_{\text{deptime}}$, $j_{\text{arrstop}} = r^n_{\text{arrstop}}$, $j_{\text{arrtime}} = r^n_{\text{arrtime}}$, and $D_j = D_n$. The $(s, \tau, t)$-earliest (safe) arrival problem consists of finding a (safe) $(s, \tau, t)$-journey $j$ minimizing $j_{\text{arrtime}}$. We denote by $ea(s, \tau, t)$ and $esa(s, \tau, t)$, respectively, the arrival time of an optimal (safe) $j$. 
3.1 Modeling Rational

Many publications on public transit networks consider timetables where a finite connection set repeats, e.g., every day. As such these timetables are infinite and periodic. In contrast—unless explicitly stated otherwise—we consider finite timetables. We choose this modeling as most real world timetables do not repeat perfectly. However, we require that the timetable in our system spans a sufficiently long period to answer all relevant queries. (Experiments show that our approach scales to at least thirty days in a realistic setting.) Note that for finite timetables there is naturally a latest connection.

We do not explicitly use minimum change times at stops but implicitly encode them in $D_c$. It does not matter whether a train is always delayed by $x$ minutes or whether the user always needs $x$ minutes to walk from platform to platform. Following most recent papers on delay-robust timetable routing we omit footpaths from our model. Note that omitting footpaths in an urban public transit network may be problematic. However this abstraction is perfectly fine in a long-distant train setting, such as the one which we use in our experiments. In Appendix A we sketch a way of incorporating them.

4 Delay Model

A crucial component of any delay-robust routing system is choosing against which types of delays the system should be robust and how to model these delays. This choice has deep implications throughout the whole system. While a too simplistic model does not yield useful routes, a too complicated model makes routing algorithms too inefficient to be feasible in practice. For the model chosen in [11] it is NP-hard to determine whether a transfer is safe or not. Instead, we propose a simplified stochastic model where this is constant time. While our model that does not cover every situation and is not delay-robust in every possible scenario, it works well enough to give useful routes with backups.

The central simplification is that we assume that all random variables are independent. Clearly, in reality this is not always the case. However, if delays between many trains interact then the timetable perturbation must be significant. Train tracks blocked for an extended period of time is a specific example of significant perturbation. As reaction to such a perturbation even trains in the medium or distant future need to be rescheduled (or arrive at least not on-time). The set of possible outcomes and the associated uncertainty is huge. Accounting for every outcome seems infeasible to us. We argue that if the perturbation is large then we can not account for all possible recovery scenarios in advance. Instead, the user should replan his journey based on the actual situation. Furthermore, even if we could account for all scenarios, we would still face the problem of explaining every possible outcome to the user, which is a show-stopper in practice. Our model therefore only accounts for small disturbances as we only intend to be robust against these.

Formally, our model contains one random variable $D_c$ per connection $c$. This variable indicates with which delay the train will arrive at $c_{arr\text{stop}}$. We assume that all connections depart on time. This assumption does not induce a significant error because it roughly does not matter whether the incoming or the outgoing train is delayed. Furthermore, we assume that every connection $c$ has a maximum delay, i.e., $\max D_c$ is a finite value. Finally, we assume that all random variables are independent. Delays between trips are independent because if they were not then the perturbation would be large. We can assume that delays within a trip are independent: The typical user would not be willing to exit a trip at a stop just to reenter it later on at a different stop.
The only remaining modeling issue is to define what distribution the random variables $D_c$ should have. An obvious choice is to estimate a distribution based on historic delay data. However, this has two shortcomings: (i) it is hard to get access to delay data (we do not have it), and (ii) you need to have records of many days with precisely the same planned schedule. Suppose for example that the user is in the middle of his journey and a significant perturbation occurs. The operator then adjusts the short-term timetable to reflect this and the user wants to reroutes based on this adjusted data. With historic data this often is not possible because this exact recovery scenario may never have occurred in the past and almost certainly not often enough to extrapolate from the historic data.

For these reasons we propose to use synthetic delay distributions that are only parametrized on the planned timetable. We propose to add to each connection $c$ a synthetic delay variable $D_c$ that depends on the minimum change time $m$ of $t_{\text{arr stop}}$ and on a global maximum delay parameter $d$. We define $D_c$ as follows: $\forall x \in (-\infty, 0]: P[D_c \leq x] = 0$, $\forall x \in (0, m]: P[D_c \leq x] = \frac{2x}{6m-3d}$, $\forall x \in (m, m+d]: P[D_c \leq x] = \frac{31(x-m)+2d}{30(m-x)+2d}$, and $\forall x \in (m+d, \infty): P[D_c \leq x] = 1$. The function is illustrated in Figure 1 and the rational for our design is given in Appendix B.

5 Decision Graphs

In this section, we first formally define the decision graph and then discuss three problem variants: (i) the unbounded, (ii) the bounded, and (iii) the $\alpha$-bounded MEAT problems. The first two are of more theoretical interest, whereas the third one has the highest practical impact. We prove basic properties of the unbounded and bounded problems and show a relation to the earliest safe arrival problem. Finally, we give an exact optimal-solution algorithm for the unbounded problem on finite networks and show how it is adapted to solve the bounded and the $\alpha$-bounded problems.

5.1 Formal Definition

A $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph from source stop $s$ to target stop $t$ with the user departing at time $\tau$ is a directed reflexive-loop-free multi-graph $G = (V, A)$ whose vertices correspond to stops (i.e., $V \subseteq S$) and whose arcs correspond to rides $r$ (i.e., $A \subseteq R$) directed from $r_{\text{dep stop}}$ to $r_{\text{arr stop}}$. There may be several rides between a pair of stops, but they must be of part of different trips and depart at different times. We formalize this as: $\forall r^1, r^2 \in A : r^1_{\text{dep time}} \neq r^2_{\text{dep time}} \lor r^1_{\text{dep stop}} \neq r^2_{\text{dep stop}}$. We require that the user must be able to reach every ride and must always be able to get to the target. Formally, we require that for every $r \in A$ there exists a $(s, \tau, r_{\text{dep stop}})$-journey $j$ with $j_{\text{arr time}} \leq r_{\text{dep time}}$ to reach the ride, and a safe $(r_{\text{arr stop}}, r_{\text{arr time}} + \max D_c, t)$-journey $j'$ to reach the target. To exclude decision graphs with unreachable stops, we require that every stop in $V$ except $s$ and $t$ have non-zero in- and out degree. For simplicity, we further require that $s \neq t$.

We first recursively define the expected arrival time $e(r)$ (short EAT) of a ride $r \in A$ and define in terms of $e(r)$ the EAT $e(G)$ of the whole decision graph $G$. If $r_{\text{arr stop}} = t$, we define $e(r) = r_{\text{arr time}} + E[D_r]$. Otherwise $e(r)$ is defined in terms of other rides. Denote by

\[ P[D_c \leq x] = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } x \in (-\infty, 0] \\ \frac{2x}{6m-3d}, & \text{if } x \in (0, m] \\ \frac{31(x-m)+2d}{30(m-x)+2d}, & \text{if } x \in (m, m+d] \\ 1, & \text{if } x \in (m+d, \infty) \end{cases} \]

Figure 1: Plot showing $P[D_c \leq x]$ in function of $x$ for $m = 5$ and $d = 30$.\[ 0.0 \quad 0.2 \quad 0.4 \quad 0.6 \quad 0.8 \quad 1.0 \]
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$q_1 \ldots q_n$ the sequence of rides ordered by departure time, departing at $r_{arrstop}$ after $r_{arrtime}$, i.e., every ride that the user could reach after $r$ arrives. Denote by $d_1 \ldots d_n$ their departure times and set $d_0 = r_{arrtime}$. We define $e(r) = \sum_{i \in \{1, \ldots n\}} P\left[d_{i-1} < D_r < d_i\right] \cdot e(q_i)$, i.e., the average of the EATs of the connecting rides weighted by the transfer probability. Note that this definition is well-defined because $e(r)$ only depends on $e(q)$ of rides with a later departure time, i.e., $r_{deptime} < q_{deptime}$. Further notice that $P\left[D_r < d_n\right] = 1$. Otherwise no safe journey to the target would exist invalidating the decision graph.

We denote by $G^{\text{first}}$ the ride $r \in A$ with minimum $r_{deptime}$. This is the ride that the user must initially take at $s$. We define the expected arrival time $e(G)$ (short EAT) of the decision graph $G$ as $e(G^{\text{first}})$. Furthermore, the latest arrival time $G_{\text{maxarrtime}}$ is the maximum $r_{arrtime} + \max D_r$ over all $r \in A$. Note that by minimizing $G_{\text{maxarrtime}}$ we can bound the worst case arrival time giving us some control over the arrival time variance.

The unbounded $(s, \tau, t)$-minimum expected arrival time (short MEAT) problem consists of computing a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph $G$ minimizing $e(G)$. The bounded $(s, \tau, t)$-MEAT problem consists of computing a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph $G$ minimizing $e(G)$ subject to a minimum $G_{\text{maxarrtime}}$. As a compromise between bounded and unbounded we further define the $\alpha$-bounded MEAT problem: We require that $G_{\text{maxarrtime}} - \tau \leq \alpha \cdot (\text{esa}(s, \tau, t) - \tau)$, i.e., the maximum travel time must not be bigger than $\alpha$ times the delay-free optimum. Notice that the bounded and 1-bounded MEAT problems are equivalent.

5.2 Decision Graph Existence

Lemma 1. There is a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph $G$ iff there exists a safe $(s, \tau, t)$-journey $j$.

Proof. By definition there must be a safe $(G^{\text{first}}_{\text{arrstop}}, G^{\text{first}}_{\text{arrtime}} + \max D_{G_{\text{maxarrtime}}}, t)$-journey $j'$. Prefixing $j'$ with $G^{\text{first}}$ yields $j$. Conversely, as the rides in the sequence of $j$ already form a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph we have shown both directions.

A direct consequence of this lemma is that the minimum $G_{\text{maxarrtime}}$ over all $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graphs $G$ is equal to $\text{esa}(s, \tau, t)$. Using this observation we can reduce the bounded MEAT problem to the unbounded MEAT problem. Formally stated:

Lemma 2. An optimal solution $G$ to the bounded $(s, \tau, t)$-MEAT problem on timetable $T$ is an optimal solution to the unbounded $(s, \tau, t)$-MEAT problem on a timetable $T'$ where $T'$ is obtained by removing all connections $c$ with $c_{\text{arrtime}}$ above the esa$(s, \tau, t)$.

Proof. There are two central observations needed for the proof: First, every $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph on timetable $T'$ is a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph on the strictly larger timetable $T$. Second, every safe $(s, \tau, t)$-journey in $T'$ is an earliest safe $(s, \tau, t)$-journey in $T$. Suppose that a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph $G'$ on $T'$ would exist with a suboptimal $G'_{\text{maxarrtime}}$ then there would also exist a safe $(s, \tau, t)$-journey $j'$ in $T'$ with a suboptimal $j'_{\text{arrtime}}$, which is not possible by construction of $T'$, which is a contradiction.

Having shown how to explicitly bound $G_{\text{maxarrtime}}$ it is natural to ask what would happen if we dropped this bound and solely minimized $e(G)$. For this we consider the infinite timetable $T_p$ illustrated and defined in Figure 2. Notice that $T_p$ is constructed such that it does not matter whether the user arrives at $a$ at moment $1 + 4\mathbb{N}$ or at $b$ at moment $3 + 4\mathbb{N}$ as the two states are completely symmetric with the stops $a$ and $b$ swapping roles. By exploiting this symmetry we can reduce the set of possibly optimal $(s, 0, t)$-decision graphs to 2 elements: the decision graph $G^1$ that waits at $a$ and never goes over $b$, and the decision graph $G^2$ that oscillates between $a$ and $b$. The corresponding expected arrival times are
defined using \( e(G^1) = p(2 + E[D]) + (1 - p)(7 + E[D]) \) and \( e(G^2) = p(2 + E[D]) + (1 - p)(3 + e(G^2)) \). The later equation can be resolved to \( e(G^2) = E[D] - 1 + \frac{2}{p} \). We can solve \( e(G^1) < e(G^2) \) in terms of \( p \). The result is that \( G^1 \) is better if \( p < \sqrt{7.75} - 1 \approx 0.28 \). If they are equal then \( G^1 \) and \( G^2 \) are equivalent and otherwise \( G^2 \) is better.

This has consequences even for timetables with a finite \( C \). One could expect that to compute a decision graph it is sufficient to look at a time-interval proportional to its expected travel time: It seems reasonable that a connection scheduled to occur in ten years would not be relevant for a decision graph departing today with an expected travel time of one hour.

However, this intuition is false in the worst case: Consider the finite sub-timetable \( T_p \) that encompasses the first ten years (i.e., we “unroll” \( T_p \) for ten years). For \( p>0.28 \), an optimal \((s,0,t)\)-decision graph will use all connections in \( T_p \), including the ones in ten years (as \( G^2 \) would). Fortunately, the bounded MEAT problem does not suffer from this weakness: No connection arriving after \( \text{esa}(s,t) \) can be relevant. Therefore, even on infinite networks the bounded MEAT problem always admits finite solutions.

### 5.3 Solving the Unbounded MEAT Problem

The unbounded MEAT problem can be solved to optimality on finite networks, and by extension also the \( \alpha \)-bounded MEAT problem. Our algorithm is based on the Profile Connection Scan algorithm [7] and exploits three key insights: (i) Every optimal \((s,\tau,t)\)-decision graph \( G = (V,A) \) contains for every \( r \in A \) an optimal \((r_{\text{depest}},r_{\text{deptime}},t)\)-decision sub-graph, (ii) exchanging an optimal \((r_{\text{depest}},r_{\text{deptime}},t)\)-sub-graph of \( G \) with another optimal \((r_{\text{depest}},r_{\text{deptime}},t)\)-decision graph yields an optimal \((s,\tau,t)\)-decision graph, and (iii) the first connection of all decision sub-graphs \( H \) of \( G \) have a later departure time, i.e., \( G_{\text{deptime}}^\text{first} \leq H_{\text{deptime}}^\text{first} \). Together these three ingredients give rise to a dynamic programming algorithm. Denote for every \( c \in \mathcal{C} \) an optimal \((c_{\text{depest}},c_{\text{deptime}},t)\)-decision graph by \( G(c) \) subject to \( G(c)_{\text{first}} = c \), i.e., the user must start his travel sitting in \( c \). Further denote by \( e(c) = e(G(c)) \) the EAT of \( G(c) \) if one exists and \( e(c) = \infty \) otherwise. Our base algorithm works in two phases: (i) Compute \( e(c) \) for all \( c \in \mathcal{C} \), (ii) extract a desired \((s,\tau,t)\)-decision graph using the \( e(c) \). The actual algorithm used to solve the \( \alpha \)-bounded problem variant differs slightly and is detailed in Section 5.4.

#### 5.3.1 Phase 1: Computing all Expected Arrival Times

The core idea consists of starting with the trivial sub-timetable with \( \mathcal{C} = \emptyset \) and then iteratively adding the connections ordered decreasingly by departure time. When \( c \) is inserted
we compute $e(c)$. Once all connections are inserted the phase is finished. During computations we maintain two extra data structures: (i) for every trip $h \in T$ we store the best known EAT using $h$, i.e., $q(h) = \min_{c_{\text{arrtime}}=h} e(c)$, (ii) for every stop $p \in \mathcal{S}$ we store the list of outgoing connections $q(p, 1), q(p, 2) \ldots q(p, n_p)$ ordered increasing by departure time for which $G(q(p, i))$ is an optimal $(q(p, i)_{\text{depstop}}, q(p, i)_{\text{arrtime}}, t)$-decision graph (i.e. the connections for which the restriction $G(q(p, i))_{\text{first}} = q(p, i)$ can be dropped). We refer to the lists of (ii) as profiles. Observe that an optimal $(x, y, z)$-decision graph is also an optimal $(x, y', z)$-decision graph for $y' \leq y$. We therefore know that the profiles must be domination reduced, i.e., $\forall p, i, j : i \leq j \Rightarrow e(q(p, i)) \leq e(q(p, j))$. In terms of these data structures we can describe the actual algorithm: Denote by $c$ the connection being inserted. The data structures are correct for the sub-timetable without $c$. We need to correct them to accommodate for $c$. As we insert connections decreasing by departure time we know that $c$ has a minimum $c_{\text{dep}}$ among all connections in the sub-timetable at the moment $c$ is inserted. As additionally $c_{\text{dep}} < c_{\text{arrtime}}$ must hold, we know that if a decision graph $G$ uses $c$ then $G_{\text{first}} = c$ must hold. The user has three options when $c$ arrives. We calculate the EATs for all three and the minimum is the desired $e(c)$. The options are: (i) remain seated, (ii) arrive at the target stop $t$, and (iii) arrive at $c_{\text{arrstop}}$ and pick another train. The EAT for (i) is just $q(c_{\text{trip}})$. For (ii) the EAT is $c_{\text{arrtime}} + E[D_c] \lor \infty$, depending on whether $t = c_{\text{arrstop}}$. For (iii) computing the EAT is slightly more complex: If $c_{\text{arrtime}} + \max D_c > q(c_{\text{arrstop}}, n_p)_{\text{dep}}$ then no safe journey to $t$ exists and the EAT is $\infty$. Otherwise the EAT is $\sum_t P[d_t-1 < D_c < d_t] e(q(c_{\text{arrstop}}, i))$ where $d_i$ is a shorthand for $q(c_{\text{arrstop}}, i)_{\text{dep}}$ and $d_0$ is $c_{\text{arrtime}}$. After computing $e(c)$ we need to repair the $q$ data structures to accommodate for $c$: the trips are fixed using $q(c_{\text{trip}}) \leftarrow \min \{e(c), q(c_{\text{trip}})\}$ and we add $c$ to $c_{\text{dep}}$’s profile if it is not dominated, i.e., if $e(c) < e(q(c_{\text{dep}} + 1))$. If $e(c) = e(q(c_{\text{dep}} + 1))$ then we may add it but do not have to. If $c_{\text{dep}} = q(c_{\text{dep}} + 1)_{\text{dep}}$ then the first profile element is replaced and otherwise the profile list grows by one element.

5.3.2 Phase 2: Extracting Decision Graphs

We extract a $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph $G = (V, A)$ by enumerating all rides in $A$. The stop set $V$ can then be inferred from $A$. At the core, our algorithm uses a min-priority queue that contains connections ordered increasing by their departure time. Initially, we add the earliest connection in the profile of $s$ to the queue. While the queue is not empty we pop the earliest connection $c^1$ from it. Denote by $c^2 \ldots c^n$ all subsequent connections in the trip $c_{\text{trip}}$. The desired ride $r = (c^1, c^n)$ is given by the first $i$ such that $e(c^i) \neq e(c^{i+1})$ (or $i = n$ if all are equal). We add $r$ to $G$. If $c_{\text{arrstop}} = t$ we add the following connections to the queue: (i) All connections in the profile of $c_{\text{arrstop}}$ departing between $c_{\text{arrtime}}$ and $c_{\text{arrtime}} + \max D_c$, and (ii) the first connection in the profile of $c_{\text{arrstop}}$ departing after $c_{\text{arrtime}} + \max D_c$.

5.3.3 Optimizations

Instead of storing the EAT for each connection we store the values inside of the stop profiles, resulting in better memory locality. We further store the corresponding rides in the profiles to avoid the iteration over the trip’s connections during the extraction. Recall that all connections in a decision graph must be reachable. We exploit this by skipping connections $c$ for which $c_{\text{dep}} < e\text{a}(s, \tau, c_{\text{dep}})$ instead of adding them to the network. We determine this earliest arrival time by running a basic one-to-all Connection Scan.
5.4 Solving the $\alpha$-Bounded MEAT Problem

We assume that $C$ is stored as an array ordered by departure time. To solve the $\alpha$-bounded $(s, \tau, t)$-MEAT problem we perform the following steps: (i) run a binary search on $C$ to determine the earliest connection $c_{\text{first}}$ departing after $\tau$, (ii) run a trip-aware one-to-one Connection Scan from $s$ to $t$ that assumes all connections $c$ are delayed by $\max D_c$ to determine $esa(s, \tau, t)$, (iii) let $\tau_{\text{last}} = \tau + \alpha \cdot (esa(s, \tau, t) - \tau)$ and run a second binary search on $C$ to find the last connection $c_{\text{last}}$ departing before $\tau_{\text{last}}$, (iv) run a trip-unaware one-to-all Connection Scan from $s$ restricted to the connections from $c_{\text{first}}$ to $c_{\text{last}}$ to determine all $ea(s, \tau, \cdot)$, (v) run Phase 1 of the base algorithm scanning the connections from $c_{\text{last}}$ to $c_{\text{first}}$ skipping connections $c$ for which $c_{\text{arrival}} > \tau_{\text{last}}$ or $ea(s, \tau, c_{\text{deptime}}) \leq c_{\text{deptime}}$ does not hold, and finally (vi) run Phase 2 of the base algorithm, i.e., extract the $(s, \tau, t)$-decision graph.

6 Decision Graph Representation

In the previous section we described how to compute decision graphs. In practice this is not enough and we must be able to represent the graph in a form that the user can effectively comprehend. The main obstacle here is to prevent the user from being overwhelmed with information. A secondary obstacle is how to actually layout the graph. In this section we solely focus to reducing the amount of information. Producing actual layouts is still the focus of ongoing research. The presented drawings were created by hand.

6.1 Expanded Decision Graph Representation

The expanded decision graph subdivides each node $v$ into slots $s_{v,1} \ldots s_{v,n}$ that correspond to moments in time that an arc arrives or departs at $v$. The slots in each node are ordered from top to bottom in chronological order. Each arc $(u, v)$ connects the corresponding slots $s_{u,i}$ and $s_{v,j}$. To determine his next train the user has to search for the box corresponding to his current stop and pick the first departure slot after the current moment in time. The arrows guide him to the box corresponding to his next stop. Figure 3a illustrates this.

6.2 Compact Decision Graph Representation

The scheduled arrival time of trains is an information contained in the expanded decision graph that is not strictly necessary. (Besides being inaccurate because of delays.) To decide on the next connecting train to take at a transfer stop, it suffices to know the available next rides departing after “now”, that is, the actual arrival time at that stop.

The compact decision graph exploits this observation by removing the arrival time information from the representation. Each arc $(u, v)$ connects the corresponding departure slot $s_{u,i}$ directly to the stop $v$ instead of a slot. Time slots that only appear as arrival
slots are removed. If two outgoing arcs of a node \( u \) have the same destination and depart subsequently (as for high-frequency lines), they are grouped and only displayed once. The compact decision graph is never larger than the expanded one and most of the time significantly smaller. See Figure 3b for an example.

### 6.3 Relaxed Dominance

Decision graphs exist that contain rides that have near to no impact on the EAT. Removing them increases the EAT by only a small amount, resulting in an almost optimal decision graph that can be significantly smaller. To exploit this, we introduce a relaxation tuning parameter \( \beta \). EATs are regarded as equal if their difference is below \( \beta \). We only add a connection \( c \) to the profile \( q \) if \( e(c) \leq e(q(c_{depstop}, 1)) - \beta \).

### 6.4 Displaying only the Relevant Subgraphs

In many scenarios we have a canvas of fixed size. If even the compact relaxed decision graph is too large to fit, we can only draw parts of it. We observe that the decision graph extraction phase does not rely on the actual distributions of the delay variables \( D_c \) but only on \( \max D_c \). It extracts all connections departing in a certain interval \( I \), plus the first connection directly afterwards. Reducing the size of \( I \) reduces the number of rides displayed, while still guaranteeing that backup rides exist (they just are not displayed). We refer to the size of \( I \) as display window. Given an upper bound \( \gamma \) on the number of arcs in the compact (or expanded) representation, we use a binary search to determine the maximum display window and draw the corresponding subgraph. (Note that in the worst case the display window has size 0. Then the decision graph degenerates to a single-path-journey.)

### 7 Experiments

For our experiments we used on a single core of a Xeon E5-2670 at 2.6 GHz, with 64 GiB of DDR3-1600 RAM, 20 MiB of L3 and 256 KiB of L2 cache and we used g++ 4.7.1 with -O3.

The timetable is based on the data of bahn.de during winter 2011/2012. We extracted every vehicle except for most buses\(^2\) as we mainly target train networks. We focus on long-distance networks where delays have a significantly larger impact than in high-frequent inner-city transit. We removed footpaths longer than 10 min, connected stops with a distance below 100 m, and then contracted stops connected through footpaths adjusting their minimum change times resulting in an instance without footpaths. We pick the largest strongly connected component to make sure that there always exists a journey (assuming enough days are considered). We extract one day of maximum operation (i.e. extract everything regardless of the day of operation and remove exact duplicates). We then replicated this day 30 times to have a timetable spanning about one month of operation. The detailed sizes are in Table 2. We ran 10 000 random queries. Source and target stop are picked uniformly at random. The source time is chosen within the first 24 h. We filter queries out that have an minimum delay-free travel time above 24 h.

Our experimental results are presented in Table 1. The compact representation is smaller by a factor of 2 in terms of arcs than the expanded one. As expected, a larger relaxation

\(^2\) Not having buses explains the significant instance size difference compared to [12].
Table 1 The time (in ms) needed to compute a decision graph and its size. Arcs is the number of arcs in the compact representation. The number of rides corresponds to the number of arcs in the expanded representation. The maximum delay parameter is set to 1h. We report average, maximum and the 33%- , 66%- and 95%-quantiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unbounded</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>Rides</td>
<td>Arcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>6 452</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33%</td>
<td>6 209</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66%</td>
<td>7 407</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>7 635</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>7 805</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>35 450</td>
<td>28 848</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2.0-Bounded</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>Rides</td>
<td>Arcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33%</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66%</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>817</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>5 540</td>
<td>4 703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1.0-Bounded</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>Rides</td>
<td>Arcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95%</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1 607</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

parameter gives smaller graphs. Increasing the α-bound leads to larger graphs and running times grow. The running times of unbounded queries are proportional to the timespan of the timetable (i.e. 30 days). On the other hand, the running times of bounded queries depend only on the maximum travel time of the journey. This explains the gap in running time of two orders of magnitude. As the maximum values are significantly higher than the 95%-quantile we can conclude that the graphs are in most cases of manageable size with a few outliers that distort the average values. Upon closer inspection we discover that most outliers with large decision graphs connect remote rural areas, where even no “good” delay-free journey exists. We can therefore not expect to find any form of robust travel plan.

In Figure 4 we evaluate the display window such that the extracted graphs have less than 25 arcs in the compact representation. Recall that this modifies what is displayed to the user. It is still guaranteed that backups exist. As the 1.0-bounded graphs are smaller than 2.0-bounded graphs we can display more, explaining the larger display window. The difference between 2.0-bounded graphs and unbounded graphs is small. A greater relaxation parameter also reduces the graph size and thus allows for slightly larger display windows. If there is no “good” way to travel the decision graphs degenerate to single-path-journeys.

8 Conclusion & Future Work

We studied variants of the MEAT-problem to compute decision graphs. Experimentally, we determined that, while the resulting graphs are not tiny, they are sufficiently small to be useful to the user. Running times are small enough to allow interactive usage. Possible direction for future work include: (i) incorporate trains that wait on other trains, (ii) explore the feasibility of stochastic footpaths (note that Appendix A discusses deterministic footpaths),
and (iii) determine whether more sophisticated delay models can be solved efficiently.
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A Footpaths

In the paper we omitted footpaths from the model as nearly all related work on delay-robust routing does so and because the timetable used in the experiments is still meaningful without. Incorporating footpaths is not as straightforward as it seems at first. The main obstacle is finding a meaningful formalization. Depending on this formalization solving the problem can be easy or hard from an algorithmic point of view.

In [7], we used a very simplistic model with the following assumptions: (i) footpaths are always exact and never delayed, (ii) the user can use a footpath right after he exits a train, and (iii) the user can use a footpath at the start and end of his journey. This model implies that if the user walks from a stop \( p \) to a stop \( q \) and misses the train he wanted to get, then he will wait at \( q \) for his next train and not try to walk back to \( p \).

Assuming this model, our algorithm can be extended to incorporate footpaths as following: Every time we add a non-dominated connection \( c \) with corresponding EAT \( \tau \) to the profile of stop \( p \), we iterate over all footpaths from a stop \( q \) to \( p \) with duration \( d \). We add \( c \) also to \( q \) if \( \tau - d \) is not dominated at \( q \). This covers initial and intermediate footpaths. Final footpaths need special attention. We incorporate them by maintaining an array \( A \) that maps every stop ID onto the footpath distance to the target stop. Case ii in Phase 1 of the algorithm, where the user arrives at the target, must be modified. We do not check whether the current connection \( c \) arrives at the target stop \( t \) but we look up in \( A \) the distance from \( c_{\text{arrstop}} \) to \( t \).

B Rational For Synthetic Delays

It is important to realize that there are many different ways to come up with formulas for synthetic delays. The lack of any effectively accessible ground truth makes any conclusive experimental evaluation of their quality very difficult. The only real criteria that we have is “intuitively reasonable”. The approach presented here is by no means the final answer to
the question of what is the best synthetic delay distribution. In this section we describe the rational for our design decisions.

We define for every connection \( c \) its delay \( D_c \) by defining its cumulative distribution function \( f_{m,d}(x) \), where \( d \) is the maximum delay of \( c \) and \( m \) the minimum change time at \( c_{\text{arrstop}} \). Our delays do not depend on any other parameters than \( m \) and \( d \). We have the following hard requirements on \( f_{m,d} \) resulting from our algorithm:

- \( f_{m,d}(x) \) is a probability, i.e., \( \forall x : 0 \leq f(x) \leq 1 \)
- \( f_{m,d}(x) \) is a cumulative distribution function and therefore non-decreasing, i.e., \( \forall x : f_{m,d}'(x) \geq 0 \)
- \( \max D_c \) should be \( m + d \), i.e., \( \forall x \geq m + d : f(x) = 1 \)
- Our model does not allow for trains that arrive too early, i.e., \( \forall x < 0 : f(x) = 0 \)

These requirements already completely define what happens outside of \( x \in (0,m+d) \).

Finally there are a couple of soft constraints coming from our intuition:

- We need to evaluate \( f_{m,d}(x) \) many times. The formula must therefore not be computationally expensive.
- Our algorithm computes a lot of \( (f_{m,d}(x_1) + a_1) \cdot (f_{m,d}(x_2) + a_2) \cdot (f_{m,d}(x_3) + a_3) \cdot \ldots \) chains. The chain length reflects the number of rides in the longest journey considered during the computations. As 64-bit-floating points only have a limited precision we must make sure that order of magnitude of the various values of \( f_{m,d} \) do not differ too much. If they do differ a lot then the less likely journeys have no impact on the overall EAT because their impact is rounded away.

We define \( f_{m,d}(x) \) using two piece function \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). For these pieces we assume \( m = 5 \text{min} \) and \( d = 30 \text{min} \) and scale them to accommodate for different values, as following:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{m,d}(x) &= \begin{cases} 
        0 & \text{if } x < 0 \\
        f_1 \left( \frac{5x}{m} \right) & \text{if } 0 \leq x \leq m \\
        f_2 \left( \frac{30(x-m)}{d} \right) & \text{if } m < x < m + d \\
        1 & \text{if } m + d \leq x 
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

It remains to define \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). We started with a \( -1/x \) function and shifted and stretched the function graphs until we ended up with something that looks “intuitively reasonable”.

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_1(x) &= \frac{2x}{3(10-x)} \\
    f_2(x) &= \frac{31x+60}{30(x+3)}
\end{align*}
\]

The resulting function \( f \) fulfills all requirements and is illustrated in Figure 1.